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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Hayden Building is located on V/ashington Street at the comer of
LaGrange, within the Adult Entertainment District on the fringe of the
downtown retail core. The immediate area is characterized by a mix of
late 19th and early 20th century, 2-6 story commercial buildings featuring
X-rated establishments at ground level and vacant or underutilized upper
floors.

Erected in 1873 » "the Hayden Building is a narrow, 5-story, flat-roofed
commercial structure of load-bearing masonry construction faced with
rough-hewn Longmeadow bro'jvnstone set in random courses and supported on a
granite block foundation set in solid earth. The building measures 22 feet
along Washington Street and extends back 62 feet along LaGrange.

On the Washington Street facade, the first floor was extensively
remodelled in the mid-1 960's and is now a storefront with aluminum frame
plate glass windows and double doors and an illuminated sign above. A
carved stone capital, partially exposed behind the sign, is the only visible
remnant of the original storefront.

The narrow Washington Street elevation is filled on the second floor by
a single segmental-arched bay divided into three rectangular windows v/ith
sawtooth-carved lintels, separated by stone mullions. The third and fourth
stories are divided into three bays and united vertically by repeated
binding arches whose vertical thrust is accented by use of smooth-finished
recessed spandrels. Stone piers separating the arcade bays are capped by
leafage-car"/ed stone capitals which continue across the wide end piers,
giving the effect of a string course. The top or attic story is divided
into four rectangular windows framed by granite posts and lintels reminiscent
of earlier Granite School buildings and capped by a cornice composed of a
cove molding with simple modillions of solid stone.

The LaGrange Street first floor facade has also oeen altered by filling
in a large, ^offset entranceway with cinderblock to accomodate a single
small door. 'A large, blank billboard covers much of the surface between
storefront and filled entrance, possibly concealing window openings and
detailing.

Set off by a wide and smooth-finished stone string-course, the facade
above street-level is divided into eight window bays to the attic level,
where it further divides into fifteen. Reading from left to right, the
somewhat irregular second floor fenestration begins with a large, almost
square window set into a round-headed or Romanesque arch with the same
sawtooth window lintels as on the front facade. Three plain rectangular
windows with solid stone lintels lead to a broad elliptical-arched opening
centered above the first floor entranceway and containing two segmental-
arched windows separated by smooth-finished stone. Two more rectangular
windows complete the row.

The third and fourth floors, like those on the '.Washington Street eleva-
tion, are linked by binding window arches with smooth, recessed spandrels
and are centered above the second floor window openings. Small paterae,
carved in relief, decorate the imposts of the binding arches; these arch
openings (as with those elsewhere on the building) are supported by
stone voussoirs. The attic floor is composed of fifteen evenly spaced
rectangular windows and is also of post-and-lintel construction.

All of the building's original 2 over 2 window sash survive above the
first floor except those which have had muntins or panes removed to
install air conditioners.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Hayden building has considerable significance as the last extant
commercial building in the Boston area designed by H.H. Richardson and one
of less than ten commercial buildings ever designed by the eminent archi-
tect. Its importance is underscored by the fact that, particularly with
respect to its massing and facade articulation, the building prefigures
Richardson's seminal Marshall Field Wholesale Store in Chicago, built in
1886.

The Hayden Building was built in 1875 at a cost of $18,000 for the
family of _ Richardson* s wife (the former Julia Ward Hayden) by the Norcross
Bros. This prominent 19th century firm worked closely with
Richardson on the final design details as well as the construction of
most of his important commissions, including Trinity Church and the
Marshall Field Store. Discovered to have been the work of Richardson only
five years ago, the Hayden building is an early example of the architect's
emerging personal style and its first expression in a commercial structure.
Furthermore, it is the only surviving example of at least four Richardson-
designed coramercial buildings in Boston. The others, the F.L. Ames
Wholesale Store (1882) in the Commercial District and two smaller stores
for Ames on Washington Street (1882) and Harrison Ave (1886) had many
design features for which the Hayden Building was the prototype.

The building's massing and facade articulation--its clean, relatively
unomamented mass and use of vertical binding arches capped by small
repeating attic windows—also served as a model for Richardson's Marshall
Field Store built 11 years later and considered by architectural historians
to have provided many of the design solutions for the facade treatment of
the Chicago School skyscrapers of the late 1880' s and 1890' s. Thus the
Hayden Building assumes significance as an early, long-unrecognized prototype
for the modem skyscraper.

Unquestionably a major American architect, Henry Hobson Richardson
(I838-I886) has been termed "the champion of 19th century American architectur:
He pioneered a distinctive, personal style which proliferated in America
after its first flowering in the design of Trinity Church. The style, which
now bears the name Richardsonian Romanesque, is based on strong, controlled
massing, simple outlines, and large-scale stone detailing derived from
Medieval (mostly Romanesque) precedents and was a marked departure from
the complicated and highly decorative High Victorian styles that preceded it.

Raised in New Orleans and educated at Harvard College and the Scole des
Beaux Arts in Paris, Richardson began architectural practice in Boston in
187^ and soon established a thriving practice and an atelier in which
trained such notable architects as Charles F. McKim and Stanford White. His
death at age 49 came at the apex of his career.

During this relatively short creative career, Richardson designed a
number of important buildings particularly for public and institutional uses.
A large proportion of these are "in Boston, including Trinity Church (187^).
Sever and AustinHalls at Harvard (1880 and 1884) , stone bridges in the Back
Bay Fens (I880) , numerous public libraries and railroad depots. Among his
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other important commissions are the Altany City Hall (1880) , the
Allegheny County Buildings in Pittsburg (I883-8) and the Glessner
House (1885-7) and the pre-eminent Marshal Field Wholesale Sto-f-e in
Chicago (1886).
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' (Photo)

68I-683
ADDRESS Washington St. COR . LaGrangR St.

NAME Havden Building i<,^r^^
present

MAP Mo. 2^-12E

DATE 1875

original

SUB AREA

(Building Permit)
source

ARCHITECT H.H. Richardson
source

BUILDER Norcross Brothers
source

OWIER Heirs of John C. Havden/ Jo^^pph P.Bni iir^n
original present

PHOTOGRAPHS

TYPE (residential) single double row 2-fam. 3-deck ten apt.

draoa-residentiaDt coTrnnprnial

NO. OF STORIES (1st to cornice) ^

ROOF flat '^"P" ^^.

plus

dormers

MATERIALS (Frame) clapboards shingles stucco asphalt asbestos alum/vinyl
(Other) brick /^toneNLongmeadowconcrete iron/steel/alum.

^ 'brownstone
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Narrow Romanesque commercial structure with characteriRtif;

Richardsonian features including strong massing, simple outlines and

large scale stone detailing , ma.ior entrance on Washingt nr. qt fnnw aTi:o7-oH'>

EXTERIOR .ALTERATION minor fmoderate\ drastic alteration r tn hn-hh 1 g-h flnnr
facades

CONDITION good ffaif^ poor_ _LOT AREA 1 hOO sq.

NOTEWORTHY SITE CHARACTERISTICS BiH1d^T.g fm c or,-h.>» i^-k. n:^rr-r '^''f^.

facade far.RR WRRhingtnn Rt, with f\? ft. along LaGrange

SIGNIFICANCE (cont'd on reverse) Last extant

commercial building in Boston designed

by H.H. Richardson and one of less than

ten commercial buildings ever designed by

the emiBimt architect. In massing and
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Communication Military humanitarian
Community/ Political Transportation

development

Significance (include exolanation of themes checked above)

facade articulation, the building is said to foreshadow Richardson's
1886 Marshall Field Wholesale Store in Chicago, considered by
architectxiral historians to have provided many of the design
solutions for the facade treatment of Chicago skyscrapers of the
late 1880' s and 1890' s. Thus the Hayden Building assumes ,

significance as an early, long unrecognized prototype for the
modem skyscraper.

Henry Hobson Richardson (I838-I886) has been termed "the champion
of 19th century American architecture," pioneering a distinctive
personal style which proliferated in America and is now termed
Richardsonian Romanesque. Richardson designed a number of
important Boston public and institutional buildings including
Trinity Church, Sever and Austin Halls at Harvard, and numerous
public libraries and railroad depots, as well as important
national commissions such as the Albany City Hall (I88O) and
Allegheny County Buildings in Pittsburg (I883-8)

Preservation Consideration (accessibility, re-use possibilities, capacity
for public use and enjoyment, protection, utilities, context)

The Hayden Building, located in the Boston Adult Entertainment
District, is now (1978) vacant on the upper three floors. The
area is targeted for environmental upgrading and economic
improvement and development proposals have been made for this and
adjacent blocks. Preservation of the Hayden Building and
compatibility of any new construction should be a primary
consideration of any development proposal.

BiPliograpgy ana/or references Xsucn as Ifical histories, deed§, assessor's

records, early maps, etc.)

1 . Report of the Boston Landmarks Commission on the potential
designation of the Hayden Building as a Landmark under Chapter
772 of the Acts of 1975 (includes .extensive bibliobraphy)

2. Zaitzevsky, Cynthia, "A New Richardson Building" Journal of the
Society of Architectural Histerians . |yol XXII, no. 2, May, 1973.

3. Hitchcock, Henry R, The Architecture^" of H.H. Richardson and His
Times . Cambridge, ISZZ

^', Building Department, Boston City Hall (building permit- I875)
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